Simple Framed Nine Patches on Point

About 50.5”x66”

To make the quilt pictured:

You need:

- 2 ¼ solid sage green
- 1 1/2 yards of black
- 2 ¼ yards of geometrics
- ½ yard of fabric for the binding.

This quilt is made up of single block which finishes at 10”
**Cut:**

From various geometrics – (for the 18 framed 9 patch blocks shown in this quilt)
- Cut 90 – 2.5” squares

From green –
- Cut 72 – 2.5” squares
- Cut 36 – 2.5”x 6.5”
- Cut 36 – 2.5” x 10.5”

For sashings and cornerstones –
From geometrics –
- 48 – 1.5”x10.5” rectangles

From black: -
- 31 – 1.5”x1.5” squares

For side setting triangles -
From black
- Cut 3 – squares – 15.5”x15.5” and cut diagonally 2x like this: to make 12 side setting triangles. You will use 10.

![Side Setting Triangles](image)

For corner setting triangles -
From black -
- Cut squares 8’ and cut across the center once diagonally. Cut 2 like that to make 4 corners.

![Corner Setting Triangles](image)

**Construct Blocks:**

Make the 9 patches first.

Sew two 2.5” geometrics to a green 2.5” square like this:

![9 Patch Block](image)

Make two like this – using a variety of geometrics if you have them.

Then make 1 strip like this using two greens and one geometrics!
Then sew these together:

Then add two green 2.5″ x 6.5″ strips to each side of the 9 patch:

Then add the 2.5″ x 10.5″ strips to the top and bottom to form a block that is 10.5″ square

Make 18. They will measure 10.5″ x 10.5″ at this point.
How to make this quilt:
Focus only on the middle at this point. (ignore the outer border)

When you put a quilt together on point, you put the blocks on the diagonal –
Also put together rows of sashing /cornerstone/sashing and attach to top and bottom of the rows of blocks. Match up the colors of the cornerstones as shown.

Place your gray side setting triangles on position and then make a row like this:

1. **Make rows** - a block, then a sashing, then another block alternating colors of blocks -
   Between the rows, make a row of sashing/cornerstones/sashing strip, etc.
   Make sure you use a black triangle as the side setting triangles. Add the corner triangles last.
   If needed (and probably will) trim the edges so they are nice and even before attaching the border.

2. **Add the geometric border border**: (Piece as necessary to get the length needed)
   - Cut 2 – 2.5”x 62 3/4” – attach to sides
   - Cut 2 – 2.5”x 51 1/4” – attach to top and bottom
Here is the final layout:

3. Press well.
4. **Sandwich**, using whatever type of batting and backing you prefer
5. **Quilt** as desired. I did loops quilting.

It’s that easy!!!!

Your quilt is finished!

Enjoy!
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